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Notes for Chapter Six 

by Jayādvaita Swami 
 

Manuscripts 

For this chapter the Bhaktivedanta Archives holds three manuscripts, designated “BG-06b,” “BG-06ba,” 
and “BG-06bb.” 

BG-06b: Judging from my scanned copy, this manuscript appears to be a carbon copy of a top copy now 
lost. At the start of the first page, a note in my handwriting says, “Typed by Jayadvaita from very old 
ms.” Another note, in the handwriting of Hayagrīva Prabhu, says: “DO NOT COMPOSE. FOR CHECKING 
ONLY.”  

From various features of the typing, and especially from the style of the headings for “English 
synonyms,” “Translation,” and “Purport” (all in caps and lower case, with a full-length underline and a 
broken underline below), I would identify this as a manuscript retyped by me in 1968 or 1969 from an 
older version. For later chapters, the Archives holds manuscripts done as part of the same retyping. 

Manuscript 06b, which is complete, begins on page 189 and ends on page 265. Though another note at 
the top, also in my handwriting, says “missing: 232, (verse 30),” what was missing was not page 232 but 
the word-for-word meanings for text 30. Pradyumna, however, supplied them on the manuscript by 
hand.  

This manuscript seems to have been the one on which Pradyumna Prabhu did the editing for the word-
for-word meanings (for which I edited the English). Our editing is found in the word meanings for each 
verse. Other than the editing of the word-for-word meanings, this manuscript bears no editorial 
markings, except as noted below. 

On page 201, above text 9, Pradyumna has made brief notes to himself, from the commentary 
of Śrīla Baladeva Vidyābhūṣaṇa and with a Bengali phrase, about the meaning of the word mitra. 

On the bottom of page 213 someone inserted the word-for-word meanings for text 16 but then 
crossed them out (they’re supplied on the previous page). 

Although word meanings for text 44 appear on page 258, on the bottom of page 257 a new set 
has been supplied. Judging by the handwriting, I would think that this was done by another 
Sanskrit editor and corrected by Pradyumna Prabhu. The word meanings finally published do 
not exactly match either set.  

On page 258, after the word-for-word meanings for text 44, a handwritten note says, “go to 
page 205 of previous (old) ms.”  



BG-06ba: This appears to be a carbon copy of a different retyping (for which, again, we don’t have the 
top copy). The manuscript starts with text 1 but goes only up through the end of text 34. The first page 
of the manuscript is marked “Page 341” and the last “Page 387.” Between these the only page missing is 
367, which would have included the end of the purport to text 18 as well as the transliteration, word 
meanings, and translation for text 19. As in BG-06b, text 30 lacks word-for-word meanings. 

This manuscript, 06ba, seems older than 06b because in some places (for example, the purport to text 
15) 06ba includes grammatical errors that 06b smoothes out. Also, 06ba uses the spellings “Krsna” and 
“Visnu,” as Śrīla Prabhupāda did in the chapters he typed earlier, rather than the “Krishna” and “Vishnu” 
of 06b. Further, 06ba ignores certain minor in-house editorial standards current circa 1968, such as 
capitalizing the word “The” in “The Bhagavad Gita,” which in 06b are imposed. And 6ba retains British 
spellings like “realisation” and “localised,” which in 06b have been Americanized to “realization” and 
“localized.” 

Manuscript 06ba shows virtually no editorial markings. In only three places, someone added or replaced 
a word: On page 362, in the word meanings for text 9, someone inserted the word ari, which had been 
skipped. On page 365, where the manuscript said that Thakur Haridas chanted “three hundred thousand 
rounds,” someone replaced “rounds” with “names.” On page 380, in the translation for text 30, 
someone inserted a “to,” making “For to one who sees Me everywhere. . .” This last change was of 
course ignored in the published book. 

BG-06bb: Manuscript 06bb begins on page 197, in the midst of the purport to text 38, and ends on page 
210, at the end of the chapter. This could possibly be a carbon copy of a third retyping (for which once 
again the top copy is lost) or else, as I think more likely, a continuation of 06ba. 

In several features, 06bb closely resembles 06ba: It too uses the spelling “Krsna.” It too retains British 
spellings like “civilised” and “realisation.” It too is free from the minor 1968 in-house editorial standards. 
And it presents the headings “English synonyms,” “Translation,” and “Purport” in the same style as 06ba 
rather than the style of 06b described above. Page 208 of 06bb is typed on a paper watermarked 
“SPHINX Erasable,” the same paper used for many of the pages of 06ba. And 06bb begins only four 
verses after 06ba ends. Were it not that 06ba ends with a page numbered 387 whereas 06bb starts with 
a page numbered 197, I would feel entirely confident that 06bb is simply a continuation of 06ba; and 
despite the discrepancy in the numbering, this conclusion still seems to have much in its favor. 
(Moreover, if you figure that “197” should have been “397,” the match in page numbers is quite close.) 
Like 06ba, 06bb clearly seems older than 06b.  

A note at the top of the first page, in my handwriting, says, “go to page 205” (the same page number 
mentioned in the note in text 44 of 06b). Page 205 of this manuscript brings us to the middle of the 
purport of text 44. 

On page 207 someone made minor revisions to the word meanings for text 47. These revisions did not 
reach the published book.  

The manuscript has no other editorial markings. 



None of the page numbers for any of these three manuscripts mesh with the page numbers for the 
manuscripts we have of chapters five or seven. 

All three manuscripts for chapter 6 are quite legible. In a few places, 06bb has a few words obscured 
where the typist apparently typed a correction directly over the original text, in such a way that both the 
first typing and second typing vie for the same space on the carbon copy. 

We have every reason to believe that 06ba and 06bb, the oldest manuscripts we have, derive from an 
original typed by Śrīla Prabhupāda himself. The manuscripts show no signs of dictation. In contrast to 
what we see in the transcribed dictations of later chapters, the Sanskrit in the word-for-word meanings 
is all in place, with substantially the correct spellings, and the Sanskrit quotations in the purports are all 
properly supplied, even for lesser-known verses. Transcribed dictations first appear partway into 
chapter 7. 

Do manuscripts 06ba and 06bb reflect editing already done? I believe they do. The text is smoother than 
we would expect from Śrīla Prabhupāda’s own original typed text. My guess would be that the original 
from which they were copied would have been Śrīla Prabhupāda’s single-spaced typed manuscript, with 
editing on it, quite possibly editing by Hayagrīva Prabhu. This would have been a manuscript quite like 
those we have for the earlier chapters. 

As for manuscript 06b, it could have been retyped from 06ba and 06bb (and the now-missing pages 
between them), with adjustments made to Americanize spellings, spell out “Vishnu” and “Krishna,” 
capitalize the word “The” in “The Bhagavad-gītā,” and match other such minor standards. Alternatively, 
it could have been typed from a nearly identical copy, perhaps a carbon copy, in which such changes had 
already been made. 

In any case, it is clear that manuscripts 6ba and 6bb precede 6b, which in turn precedes the final 
manuscript for the 1972 published version. 

Manuscripts 06b, 06ba, and 06bb, like all the other Gītā manuscripts in the Archives, were available for 
me to consult for the second edition. Because the manuscripts we have are not the very original, the 
revisions I made to the purports are scarce. 

 

MY REVISIONS 

The red revisions seen in my copy of the Gītā were all put there by me, but not all of them are mine. For 
the technical changes made to the transliterations and word meanings, and to Sanskrit in the purports, I 
was transferring revisions made separately by the BBT’s Sanskrit editors, mainly Gopīparāṇadhana Dāsa. 
Changes to the word meanings made purely for the sake of English, however, were mine.  

At various places in the book, the “composers”—that is, the devotees who did the typesetting—left 
notes showing where they began or left off their work. “Asdd” stands for Aṣṭa-sakhī Devī Dāsī (the 



American Aṣṭa-sakhī, not the Aṣṭa-sakhī from Britain), “mdd” stands for Mamatā Devī Dāsī, and 
“Duhkha” for Duḥkhahantrī Devī Dāsī. 

Matsya Avatāra Dāsa, a student of Gopīparāṇadhana Prabhu’s, contributed the yellow sticky notes for 
the word-for-word meanings. Matsya Avatāra teaches Sanskrit at the Śrīmad-Bhāgavata 
(the BBT’s Sanskrit school at Govardhana) and is compiling the school’s textbook on Śrīla Jīva Gosvāmī’s 
grammar. He was not involved in editing either edition of Bhagavad-gītā As It Is. 

This file includes attached images from the original manuscript. To see them properly (or even see them 
at all), it is best to view the file using Adobe Acrobat Reader, available free for Windows, Mac, and other 
operating systems at http://get.adobe.com/reader/. Other PDF readers (including the “Preview” 
program on the Mac) may not properly show the annotations and images.  

Attached images are indicated by paper-clip icons, annotations by yellow balloons. To view an image or 
the text of an annotation, click on its icon twice.  

 

About “Sāṅkhya yoga” 

In the first edition, this chapter bore the title “Sāṅkhya-yoga.” The change in title for the second edition 
is something I agreed to with reluctance. After all, Śrīla Prabhupāda had seen the published title and 
never objected. Finally, however, at the urging of our Sanskrit editors, I agreed to the change. 

Let's look at the underlying material. 

The manuscripts for this chapter give no title, but the tag at the end says, “Thus end the Bhaktivedanta 
Purports for the Sixth Chapter of Srimad Bhagavat Gita, in the matter of Samkhyayoga Brahmavidya.” 

The word brahma-vidyā appears in the Sanskrit “tag line” typically given at the end of each chapter: 

oṁ tat sat iti śrīmad-bhagavad-gītāsūpaniṣatsu brahma-vidyāyāṁ yoga-śāstre śrī-
kṛṣṇārjuna-saṁvāde [chapter title]-nāma [chapter number] 

For example, chapter three: 

oṁ tat sat iti śrīmad-bhagavad-gītāsūpaniṣatsu brahma-vidyāyāṁ yoga-śāstre śrī-
kṛṣṇārjuna-saṁvāde karma-yogo-nāma tṛtīyo ’dhyāyaḥ 

The names for the chapters are sometimes given differently in different Sanskrit editions. When the BBT 
did the “chanting Gītā”— the pocket-sized edition giving only the Sanskrit transliterations — we 
followed the tags given in a Gauḍīya Maṭha edition. And so: For the sixth chapter, “dhyāna-yoga.” So far, 
I have not come across any edition in which the tag line for this chapter says “sāṅkhya-yoga.” 

“Dhyāna-yoga” is the title usually given for this chapter. Śrīla Śrīdhara Svāmī says that the topic of the 
chapter is “dhyāna-yoga,” and, in the edition I have, the tag line for his commentary gives the chapter 
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that name. Śrīla Bhaktivinoda Ṭhākura’s commentary, in the Bengali edition published by the Gauḍīya 
Maṭha, also gives the chapter the name “Dhyāna-yoga.” Śrīla Baladeva Vidyābhūṣaṇa and Śrīla 
Viśvanātha Cakravartī Ṭhākura say that the topic of the chapter is aṣṭāṅga-yoga, and Śrīla Madhvācārya 
calls it Ātmā-saṁyama-yoga, “the yoga of self-control.” 

In the commentaries on the sixth chapter by Śrīla Śrīdhara Svāmī, Śrīla Rāmānujācārya, Śrīla Viśvanātha 
Cakravartī Ṭhākura , Śrīla Baladeva Vidyābhūṣaṇa, and, as far as I can tell, Śrīla Bhaktivinoda Ṭhākura, the 
word sāṅkhya never appears, in any of its forms. Nor does it appear in the commentary by Śrīla 
Prabhupāda. 

Further, “Sāṅkhya-yoga” is the title usually given for chapter two. Śrīla Bhaktivinoda Ṭhākura and Śrīla 
Baladeva Vidyābhūṣaṇa both give it that title, as do Śrīla Rāmānujācārya and Śrīla Madhvācārya. Śrīla 
Śrīdhara Svāmī doesn't seem to give a name to the chapter. But Śrīla Viśvanātha Cakravartī Ṭhākura  
calls it “Ātmānātmā-viveka-yoga”—”Distinguishing the Soul from the Body”—which in the purport to 
2.39 is the meaning Śrīla Prabhupāda gives for the word sāṅkhya. 

Śrīla Prabhupāda calls chapter two “Contents of the Gītā Summarized,” and he writes (in the purport to 
2.72), “Śrīla Bhaktivinoda Ṭhākura has summarized this Second Chapter of the Bhagavad-gītā as being 
the contents for the whole text.” And so the reader who comes to chapter six and finds it entitled 
“Sāṅkhya-yoga” expects, naturally, that the sāṅkhya-yoga discussed in chapter two will be further 
explained. Yet it is not.  

In the sixth chapter of Bhagavad-gītā As It Is, sāṅkhya-yoga is never mentioned. Even in the Macmillan 
edition, except in the chapter title and the tag, the word sāṅkhya doesn't appear at all — not in the 
Sanskrit, the word meanings, the translations, or the purports. And so the reader is likely to be 
confused: If the topic of this chapter is sāṅkhya-yoga, where’s the sāṅkhya-yoga? 

In the purports to chapter six, however, Śrīla Prabhupāda twice mentions dhyāna-yoga. In the purport to 
text 3 he says that the yoga ladder “may be divided into three parts, namely jñāna-yoga, dhyāna-yoga 
and bhakti-yoga.” And he again mentions dhyāna-yoga in the purport to text 23. In the course of the 
chapter, he mentions “meditation” (the English equivalent of dhyāna) eleven times and “meditate” 
twice more. (The word “meditation” appears in the book thirty-three times, a third of them being in this 
chapter.) 

In the purport to 7.23 Śrīla Prabhupāda says, “The first six chapters of the Gītā are meant for those who 
are interested in transcendental knowledge, in understanding the self, the Superself and the process of 
realization by jñāna-yoga, dhyāna-yoga and discrimination of the self from matter.” In the Bhāgavatam 
too (4.21.35) he mentions Bhagavad-gītā as describing a staircase consisting of karma-yoga, jñāna-yoga, 
dhyāna-yoga, and bhakti-yoga. 

Moreover, in the second chapter the word sāṅkhya (sankhye) appears in the Sanskrit verses twice — in 
text 4 and in text 39, where Śrīla Prabhupāda discusses the word at some length.  



Then, as we begin chapter three, with Arjuna confused about which path Kṛṣṇa is recommending, Kṛṣṇa 
says (in 3.3) that some men realize the self by sāṅkhya (analytical study) and others by yoga (devotional 
service). In the purport to this verse, Śrīla Prabhupāda mentions that the Lord has explained sāṅkhya-
yoga in chapter two, text 39. 

In chapter five, with Arjuna still expressing confusion about the two paths of which Kṛṣṇa has spoken, 
Kṛṣṇa says (in verses 4 and 5) that only the ignorant speak of yoga (devotional service) as being different 
from sāṅkhya (analytical study); since a person who applies himself to one path will achieve the results 
of both, the two paths are on the same level. 

In the purport to Bhāgavatam 2.5.16 Śrīla Prabhupāda discusses “two systems of yoga, namely aṣṭāṅga-
yoga and sāṅkhya-yoga.” His description of aṣṭāṅga-yoga matches what we read in chapter six; his 
description of sāṅkhya-yoga, what we find in chapter two. 

Apart from the one occurrence of the words “Samkhyayoga Brahmavidya,” all this seems to confirm that 
the sixth chapter should be called not “Sāṅkhya Yoga” (the usual name for the second chapter) but 
“Dhyāna Yoga.” 

But now we have the VedaBase, which gives us access to so many letters and lectures.  

In a letter to Satsvarupa dated March 19, 1969, Śrīla Prabhupāda writes about what’s wrong with 
popular systems of yoga and meditation, and he says, obviously referring to chapter 6, “I have already 
explained these points in the Sankhya yoga chapter of the Bhagavad-gita As It Is. . .” 

In a class in Los Angeles on February 21, 1969, in a lecture on 6.46–47, he says, “This is the prime 
instruction of this chapter, Sāṅkhya-yoga, that if you want to become perfect yogī of the highest 
platform, then keep yourself in Kṛṣṇa consciousness and you become the first-class yogī.” 

Again, in a class on Śrīmad-Bhāgavatam given in Vrindavana on November 8, 1972, Śrīla Prabhupāda 
distinctly refers to chapter six as “Sāṅkhya Yoga”: “Kṛṣṇa also says in the yoga chapter, Sāṅkhya-yoga 
chapter, Kṛṣṇa says, 

yogīnām api sarveṣāṁ 
mad-gatenāntar-ātmanā 
śraddhāvān bhajate yo mām 
sa me yukta-tamo mataḥ. . .” 

In a conversation in Indore on December 30, 1970: “Yogīnām api sarveṣām. That is the last verse of the 
yoga chapter, sāṅkhya-yoga chapter. Yogīnām. . .  When Arjuna said that ‘This practice of aṣṭāṅga-yoga 
is not possible for me.’ ” 

And in a lecture on February 16, 1969, Śrīla Prabhupāda says, “Sāṅkhya-yoga is the aṣṭāṅga-yoga. This 
sitting posture and meditation, this is called sāṅkhya-yoga.” 



Śrīla Prabhupāda never elaborates on this or explains it; he doesn't make much of a point of it. But there 
it is. 

On the other hand, in Śrīmad-Bhāgavatam (2.5.16) he speaks of sāṅkhya-yoga and aṣṭāṅga-yoga as 
being different: “In meditation, there are two systems of yoga, namely aṣṭāṅga-yoga and sāṅkhya-yoga. 
Aṣṭāṅga-yoga is practice in concentrating the mind, releasing oneself from all engagements by the 
regulative processes of meditation, concentration, sitting postures, blocking the movements of the 
internal circulation of air, etc. Sāṅkhya-yoga is meant to distinguish the truth from ephemerals. But 
ultimately both the systems are meant for realizing the impersonal Brahman, which is but a partial 
representation of Nārāyaṇa, the Personality of Godhead.”  

In a lecture in Toronto on June 18, 1976, while speaking of the system of yoga described in chapter six, 
Śrīla Prabhupāda spoke of it as meditation, or dhyāna: “You'll find in the Bhagavad-gītā it is 
recommended to sit down in a sacred and secluded place. That is called dhyāna. And sitting in a right-
angle posture and the eyes half-closed. . .  You have to sit down in a secluded place, in what is called, 
yoga-āsana, straight body and not sleeping, half-open eyes and looking over the tip of the nose. There 
are so many methods. That is called meditation.” 

Again, in a lecture in Delhi on March 25, 1976, “And in the Bhagavad-gītā this dhyāna is recommended 
in the sixth chapter.” 

Clearly, therefore, as a title for this chapter, dhyāna-yoga is not wrong. It is philosophically correct, 
upheld both by Śrīla Prabhupāda and by previous ācāryas. When the term Sāṅkhya-yoga is reserved for 
one specific path, the path of analytical study, readers of Bhagavad-gītā As It Is find Śrīla Prabhupāda 
giving a consistent presentation, with sāṅkhya (analytical study) as one path and aṣṭāṅga-yoga as 
another. Moreover, when readers of the Bhāgavatam find Śrīla Prabhupāda speaking of sāṅkhya-yoga 
and aṣṭāṅga-yoga as two different systems, this fits (instead of contradicts) what they have read in his 
Gītā. And finally, readers of this sixth chapter no longer have to ask (with no answer in sight) what this 
chapter has to do with sāṅkhya-yoga and the topics discussed in chapter two. 

And yet we have several places where Śrīla Prabhupāda speaks of chapter six as the “Sāṅkhya-yoga 
chapter,” and of course he saw the chapter published with that title and never objected. 

Considering all this, what would you say? 

Thoughtful questions and comments are welcome. You can write to me at jswami@pamho.net. 
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BG 06: Macmillan hard with corrs. for 1983 ed.
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Sticky Note
None of our manuscripts give a chapter title here. They give only the chapter number. For a discussion about this revision, please see the Notes for this chapter.
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For clarity. 
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Matsya Avatara dasa
Sticky Note
Sankalpa literally means "desire."
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Matsya Avatara dasa
Sticky Note
Karanam: Both "cause" and "means" are possible, but "means" fits the context better and matches the translation.
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Sticky Note
Placed before "however," the word "is" receives undue emphasis. The emphasis belongs on the "Krsna conscious person," who is being contrasted to the practitioner of astanga-yoga described in the previous paragraph.
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jswami
Sticky Note
Manuscripts (06b and 06ba): "on account of false ego in the mind which desires. . ." The mind does not "possess" an ego.
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Sticky Note
Manuscripts: "completely approached".
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jswami
Sticky Note
Here the book follows the manuscripts verbatim. "Considered to have reached" seemed to me more idiomatic than "considered as having reached" and therefore more natural to read.
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Sticky Note
Punctuation: Comma needed for the appositive.

JSwami
Sticky Note
Although equiposed appears six times in this book, none of our dictionaries accept it. The word is equipoised.
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jswami
Sticky Note
The manuscripts say "or." But he knows both Brahman and Paramatma, not one or the other. 
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Sticky Note
The verse reference here should be 1.2.255-256. This is flagged for correction in future printings.
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Matsya Avatara dasa
Sticky Note
Atmanah is a personal pronoun.
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Sticky Note
The original manuscripts have or. If we're looking at three groups of people -- yogis, transcendentalists, and devotees -- the or should be and. At first, it seems, I looked at the sentence that way but then decided that "the transcendentalists or the devotees" was in apposition to "the yogis" and so added the comma after devotees.

jswami
Sticky Note
Punctuation: The first comma is for an appositive, the second to mark a nonrestrictive clause.
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Sticky Note
The book here follows the manuscripts, but the revised word order is less awkward.

Matsya Avatara dasa
Sticky Note
Fixed double translation. "Like this" is covered by the word evam.
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Sticky Note
One of our manuscripts (06b) says, "In the Brahma Samhita it is clearly stated that the Lord, although He resides always in His Abode called Goloka (Golaka eva nivasati akhila atmabhuta),  is the all-pervading Brahman and the localized Paramatma as well. . ." This is misleading because "akhila atma-bhuta" indicates that He is all-pervading, not "always in His abode." The other, apparently earlier manuscript (06ba) matches the version printed in the book. This version is all right, but the revised version matches the way Sanskrit quotations usually appear in Srila Prabhupada's books.

JSwami
Sticky Note
The book's placement of the words "Vaikuntha" and "Goloka Vrndavana" here matches what appears in manuscript 06ba. The revised version matches 06b. The revised version seems to make better sense. 
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Matsya Avatara dasa
Sticky Note
Fixed double translation. The idea of "too much" is already covered by the word ati.

JSwami
Sticky Note
What is whited out is "very low." This is what the manuscripts say also. But it doesn't seem to fit.
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Matsya Avatara dasa
Sticky Note
Fixed double translation. "Regulated" is already covered by yukta.
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Sticky Note
Parallel structure: "Food not meant" matches "[food] not in the category."
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Sticky Note
 Both of our manuscripts for this purport say, ". . . a great loss. His program is 'Avyartha kalatvam.' A Krsna conscious person. . ."
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jswami
Sticky Note
The book matches the manuscripts, but the Lord is offered more than one flower.

Matsya Avatara dasa
Sticky Note
Nisprhah: Nis means "devoid of," and sprhah means "desire."

Matsya Avatara dasa
Sticky Note
Kamebhyah: Kama can mean "sense gratification," as in dharma, artha, kama, moksa.
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JSwami
Sticky Note
The book said "compared to that."
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Matsya Avatara dasa
Sticky Note
The literal meaning of uparamate is just "cease." The rest is put in brackets because it is the purport.

Matsya Avatara dasa
Sticky Note
Manyate means "thinks" or "considers." The idea of "does not" actually comes from the next word, na.
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JSwami
Sticky Note
The correct verse reference is 4.34. This has been flagged for correction in future printings.
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jswami
Sticky Note
Grammar: The book follows the manuscripts but leaves "it" without an antecedent.
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jswami
Sticky Note
Punctuation: Commas for appositive.

jswami
Sticky Note
Spelling error: occurrences

jswami
Sticky Note
Punctuation: Comma for appositive.
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jswami
Sticky Note
The book follows the manuscripts, but the passive construction is awkward
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jswami
Sticky Note
Manuscripts: "cessation from the senses". 

Matsya Avatara dasa
Sticky Note
Uparamet: This is a more literal meaning.

Matsya Avatara dasa
Sticky Note
Yatah yatah is a set phrase, not usually rendered as two separate words. Same with tatah tatah.
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File Attachment
cessation from.png
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jswami
Sticky Note
Punctuation: Comma for appositive.

Matsya Avatara dasa
Sticky Note
Fixed double translation. "Mind" is already covered by the word manasam, whereas "peaceful" is the literal meaning of prasanta.
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jswami
Sticky Note
Parallel structure.

JSwami
Sticky Note
The verse reference has been found -- Satvata-tantra 3.49 -- and will be supplied in future printings. The Sanskrit transliteration in the first edition was correct, and future printings will revert to the original version.
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jswami
Sticky Note
The manuscript says "the," but "a" makes better sense.
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jswami
Sticky Note
Both manuscripts say, ". . . even to material liberation. This point of Krsna consciousness is the stage after self-realisation.  At this stage the devotee becomes one. . ." (Manuscript 06b uses the spellings "Krishna" and "realization" and capitalizes "Consciousness.)
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File Attachment
no annihilation.png

JSwami
Sticky Note
 Both manuscripts: "In that stage, there is no chance of the annihilation of the living entity". This glosses the words, in the verse, na pranasyati.
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jswami
Sticky Note
The revised version gives the source for the quotation from the Vedas, adds a translation, separates the Vedic quotation from the smrti one, and supplies for the smrti quotation its missing line.The revised version accords with the commentary of Srila Baladeva Vidyabhusana, who says that the first quotation is from the Vedas, the second from the smrti (srutis ca harer acintya-saktikatam aha, "eko 'pi san baudha yo 'vabhati" iti, smrtis ca, "eka eva paro visnuh [etc.]").The smrti quotation (it's from the Matsya Purana) should begin eka, not eko. This will be fixed in future printings.
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File Attachment
sruti & smrti.png
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jswami
Sticky Note
Both manuscripts say, "He is the sincerest friend. . ." Krsna, not the yogi, is the friend. Clearly Srila Prabhupada is paraphrasing Bhagavad-gita 5.29.
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File Attachment
the sincerest friend.png
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File Attachment
18.69.png
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jswami
Sticky Note
The text here added comes verbatim from the manuscripts.
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File Attachment
acute infection.png
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jswami
Sticky Note
Grammar: The book follows the manuscript (06b), but "such as" makes "etc." (at the end of the sentence) redundant.

jswami
Sticky Note
The text here added comes from the manuscript (06b), word for word.
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File Attachment
satisfaction and strength.png
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jswami
Sticky Note
Manuscript (06b): "The practice of Yoga while the mind is attached to material enjoyment is like igniting a fire and pouring water on it simultaneously. You cannot ignite a fire while the fuel wood is moist. Similarly, Yoga practice without any control of the mind is a useless waste of time." The editor deleted the second sentence, and without it "Similarly" is superfluous.

jswami
Sticky Note
Grammar: The mixture of the passive and active voices was awkward. Either one must control the mind by engaging it, or the mind must be controlled by being engaged.
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File Attachment
while the fuel is moist.png
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jswami
Sticky Note
Manuscript (06b): "The first reason is one's not being sufficiently serious about following the process."

Matsya Avatara dasa
Sticky Note
Aprapya: The prefix  a means "failing," and prapya means "to attain."


JSwami
File Attachment
not sufficiently serious.png
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Matsya Avatara dasa
Sticky Note
Chinna means "riven" or "torn." This matches the translation, "riven cloud."
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jswami
Sticky Note
Punctuation: Comma needed for the appositive.

jswami
Sticky Note
Manuscripts: "were existing."

Matsya Avatara dasa
Sticky Note
Arhasi: The "to do" is redundant since we already have "to dispel."


JSwami
File Attachment
were existing.png

JSwami
Sticky Note
The word path appears in both manuscripts (06b and 06bb).


JSwami
File Attachment
supermost path.png
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Matsya Avatara dasa
Sticky Note
The word tatah means "thereafter," but here we have tāta, which means "my friend." 
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jswami
Sticky Note
Not executing one's prescribed duties is the cause, not the effect.

jswami
Sticky Note
Grammar: The combination of passive and active was awkward.
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jswami
Sticky Note
Punctuation: Comma needed for nonrestrictive clause.

jswami
Sticky Note
Manuscripts (06b and 06bb): "as will be explained in the last verse of this chapter."

jswami
Sticky Note
"Who" added to prevent the possible misreading "who do not persevere. . .and [do not] fail."At the time this book was edited, experts in English usage frowned upon the use of "due to" as a prepositional phrase.
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File Attachment
as explained in the last verse.png
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jswami
Sticky Note
Wrong verse number.

Matsya Avatara dasa
Sticky Note
The changes to "automatically" and "inquisitive" were done to match the translation.
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jswami
Sticky Note
Punctuation: Commas required for the appositive.

jswami
Sticky Note
Usage: Nonstandard use of "as such."

Matsya Avatara dasa
Sticky Note
Me, "by Me," goes with matah, and so "is considered by Me." The second-edition translation renders this as "That is My opinion."
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jswami
Sticky Note
Manuscripts: "Samkhyayoga Brahmavidya." 
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Samkhyayoga Brahmavidya.png
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manuscript BG-06bb(first page in the Archives)
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